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Features:
 • Simple and reliable BLE 

connection to the RDS-32 
meter to allow monitoring of 
dose and rate information 
as well as other information 
from the RDS-32 meter.

 • The RDS-32 App allows 
the user to send dose 
and rate data as well 
as GPS coordinates 
to CBRNResponder/ 
RadResponder both 
manually and automatically 
at a user-specified interval. 

 • In addition, it can connect 
to Mirion SpirVIEW 
Mobile software to allow 
Supervisors to view live 
time data from all personnel 
connected, displayed 
on a map view. Once 
connected it automatically 
creates a mission that 
tracks the dose, rate, and 
location data to allow the 
information to be displayed 
at a later time using the 
Mobile REPLAY software. 

 • The RDS-32 App also has a 
separate screen that tracks 
the location of the RDS-32 
meter and displays the trail 
color coded based on the 
dose rate. This screen also 
has a basic trend graph. 

 • The RDS-32 App allows 
the user to change the 
dose and rate alarms on 
the RDS-32 meter without 
using the unit’s menu 
screen. It also allows other 
parameter changes on the 
RDS without the need to 
connect to a computer and 
use the CSW software. 

RDS-32™ Radiation Survey Meter App
Connect your RDS-32 meter to SpirVIEW Mobile™ Supervisory 
Software and the RadResponder Network with our app

The RDS-32 is the companion mobile app to the Mirion RDS-32 survey meter. 
It provides the ability to connect to and display relevant data from the device. 
It also provides the ability to connect to supervision services like RadResponder 
and SpirVIEW Mobile software. 
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